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A New Admission is completed for a patient whose Medical Record is already in the Casamba system, but is in the
Discharged state.
It is possible to set up more than one open admission for the same patient. This is known as a Concurrent Admission.
The New Admission process outlined here is also used for this type of admission.
The ‘Referral- View’ and ‘Referral Entry’ user permissions are needed to have access to the Add New
Admission option in the Patient Banner.

There are two options for entering a new admission for a patient:
l

l

When the Patient Card is not found when searching for the patient, follow the steps in the section:"Using the New
Patient Button option" on the next page
When the Patient Card is found when searching for the patient, follow the steps in the section: "Using the Patient
Banner "Add New Admission" option" on page 3
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Using the New Patient Button

option

If the patient is not seen in the Patients list when searching, it’s possible the patient has had an admission in a site the
user does not have access to. In that case, click the New Patient button

:

On the Verify New Patient screen, review the list of patients already in the system. In this list, the user will receive results
for all patients (regardless of the user’s site access) so the user is aware that the patient is already known to the agency,
but in a site the user may not have access to.
If the patient being admitted is in the list of patients already in the system, highlight the patient in the list and then select
Use Selection.

The new Admission screen will pop up. Please see the "Entering the new admission" on page 4 section for next steps.
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Using the Patient Banner "Add New
Admission" option
If the patient the user is searching for has been admitted before and the Patient Card is available in the Medical Records
Search list:
1. Click the Patient Card in Medical Records to highlight and bring up details on the patient.
2. When creating a new admission, certain information can be copied into the new admission from the previous
admission. For example, when creating a new admission, Medications and Diagnoses from a previous admission
can be copied into the new admission referral. On the patient card, highlight the previous admission from which
the information should be copied. If no previous admission is highlighted, the default is the most recent
admission.
3. In the Patient Header, tap the down arrow to bring up the drop-down menu.
4. Select Add New Admission.
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If the patient already has an active admission, an alert displays explain this and asking if the user still wants to start a new
admission. Select Yes to continue or No to cancel.

Entering the new admission
Regardless of how the new admission is started, the screen that next displays is the new admission screen.

Selecting a Site is a required field. The sites the user can admit this patient into are only the sites the user has access to
based on the user’s HomeOffice Security permissions. The patient’s Last Name is also a required field.

Review and revise the new admission with available information.
The Copy Forward feature is default checked. The user should uncheck Copy Forward Dx or Copy Forward Med if they
do not want those fields copied into the current admission Referral. Please note that the ability to edit this information
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will be available in the Referral. The admission from which the diagnoses and medications will copy forward is displayed
and includes the admission date, discharge date (if applicable) and status of the patient (Discharged).

Once all the admission fields are completed, select Save New Admission.

A Confirm box will display asking the user to confirm that the new admission should be created. The box will display:
l

Patient name

l

Admission Type

l

Site

Once the site has been selected and confirmed by selecting Yes here, it cannot be changed. The record
must be removed in Admin/Database Tab and re-entered. Use caution when selecting the correct site.
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Select No to return to the previous screen or Yes to move on to the more detailed Referral screens to continue entering
the new patient. Please see the "Edit Referral" section of the HomeOffice Web Referral/Intake Training Manual for more
information on each Referral screen.
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